TDAI-2170
Fully Digital Integrated Stereo Amplifier

Technology with a purpose
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FULLY DIGITAL INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER
The TDAI-2170 combines the celebrated performance
of the Lyngdorf Audio brand with superior technology
that’s second to none. Equipped with proprietary
RoomPerfect™ room correction technology, the
TDAI-2170 is a user-friendly component offering two

channels and 170 watts of power, as well as optional
modules to provide a modern addition to any listening
environment. Pure sound, advanced room correction,
and the signature Lyngdorf Audio black styling? Well,
hello there.
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RoomPerfect™ Discover Dipole

Why room correction? In any audio system, more than 50% of the sound you hear comes
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Fully Digital
Fully digital, fully immune to analog sound
degradation, fully perfect. The Model D
series utilizes true digital amplification
and sound processing, thus ensuring
that signal processing is handled 100% in
the digital domain. Unlike analog, which
“reproduces” the sound and inevitably
adds its own flavor, fully digital means
live sound is “replayed” completely
intact, delivering the sensation of live
performance with incredible sound
quality and real-life dynamic range.

TDAI-2170
Benefits for all speaker systems
Whether you have full range, satellite, in-wall, or on-wall speakers, the
TDAI-2170 is the perfect choice for any brand or model on the market.
Because of its unique technologies, the long-contested challenge of
speaker placement no longer compromises performance. On the
contrary. Simply place your speakers up against the wall to get the
least amount of damaging reflections. From there, RoomPerfect™
will adapt the speaker to the room and remove any unwanted bass
boom.
Have a subwoofer? Not a problem. RoomPerfect™ perfectly aligns
the subwoofer and speakers’ frequency response, so differences
between peaks and dips in the bass and midrange responses are
eliminated. Now, your entire system is integrated and singing.
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Digital Amplification
With the TDAI-2170, nothing gets between you and your
sound. You will find no digital-to-analog conversion in the
TDAI-2170; the digital signal drives the speakers directly,
with no translation and no middleman. The signal follows
an unbroken fully digital signal path without sounddeteriorating conversions. What does that mean for you?
This unique and technically demanding solution offers
noiseless replay at all sound levels, an unsurpassed
dynamic range, and the purest sound possible.
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Discover Dipole

It’s a complex world out there—but the TDAI-2170 can take it on. With the optional HDMI
The Steinway Lyngdorf Model D is a full range floormodule, the TDAI-2170 is a smart addition to your existing system. Connect your Blu-ray
standing dipole speaker which emits sound from
player, set-top box, media player, or other component to your TDAI-2170 and have just one
both front and back. Unrestricted by the vibrations of
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grand piano does, resulting in extremely open and life-like
Plus, the TDAI-2170 offers an optional streaming USB audio in module, making it the best
musicality. No resonance. No coloration. No comparison.
solution for your digitally stored music. You can even go all the way with an optional high-end
ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) module for your Super Audio CD player or phono preamp,
supplementing the standard analog inputs.
Keep it simple or max it out—the options are all yours.
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With ICC (Intersample Clipping Correction), the TDAI-2170
can reshape clipped signals back to their original shape, thus
compensating for the loudness war.
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Discover Dipole

Perfect sound meets classic style
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DESCRIPTION

2-channel fully digital integrated
amplifier with RoomPerfect™

OPTIONAL MODULES

• HDMI with four inputs and one
output - CEC and ARC compatible
• Streaming USB in
• High-end ADC

POWER RATING

2 x 170 W @ 4Ohm

INPUT

2 x analog
2 x coaxial
4 x optical

OUTPUT

1 x coaxial
1 x analog

DIMENSIONS (H x W x D)

10 x 45 x 36 cm
3.9 x 17.7 x 14.2 in

WEIGHT

8kg
17.6 lb

FINISH

Matte black and glass
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CONTACT US

SL Audio A/S
Ulvevej 28
7800 Skive
Denmark
Tel +45 9614 5600
Fax +45 9614 5601
sales@lyngdorf.com
www.lyngdorf.com

